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PREl!'A.CE 

This pamphlet is issued tor the benefit of the Western Eleotrio In
staller and describes briefly the interoonneotion and operation ot Idle 
Trunk and Position Indioating equipments. 

The oontents ot this pamphlet are based on information issued by the 
Amerioan Telephone and Telegraph Company and the Bell Telephone Labora
tories, Ino. 

While a partiaular type ot apparatus is disoussed, this publioation 
will not be reissued in the event ot a ohange in this apparatus. It a 
ohange is ot autfioient 1mportanoe or general interest, a new pamphlet 
will be written. 

The oontents ot this pamphlet are ot a purely desoriptive nature and 
are not designed to prescribe methods or 1nstruot1ons tor the installa
tion ot oentral-ottioe equipment. 
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IDLE TRUNK AND POSITION INDICATING EQUIPMENTS 

By A.R. Brogan 

of the 

GENERAL INSTALLA.TION ENGmEER'S ORGANIZATION 

INTRODUCTION 

The Idle Trunk Indicating and the Idle 
Trunk and Position Indicating equipments 
provide la.mp signals at "A", Toll or Tandem 
boards to aid originating operators in se
lecting idle Straightforward Trunks out
going to Automatic Listening positions of 
completing "B", Tandem or Toll-Tandem oper
ators. 

The need of such equipments may ~e real
ized by considering the following descrip
tion of the varipus methods of locating 
idle Straightforward Trunks. 

At the end of this pamphlet, definitions 
ot the new terms used herein are given. 

Completing a Call 

When an originating operator, such as an 
"A" operator, desires to further the com. 
pletion of a call by using a trunk circuit 
outgoing to a completing operator,such as a 
"B" operator, she must be informed by some 
means as to what trunk of a group of trunks 
is idle and ready for her use. 

Call-Circuit Method 

If the Call-Circuit method of trunking 
is followedi the originating operator pas.
es the cal ed subscriber's number over a 
call-circuit to a completing o.perator. 
The complettng operator, in turn, verbally 
assigns an idle trunk to the originating 
operator. The originating operator then 
plugs h~r calling cord into an OGT jack of 
the assigned trunk. 

Straightforward-Trunking Method 

It the Straightforward method of trunking 
is followed, the originating operator has 
no means gther than a trunk circuit to en
able her to communicate the called number 
to the completing operator and, therefore, 
she is required to select a trunk without 
the aid of the completing operator. 

Indlvidual Busy Test 

The originating operator may, in the case 
of Straightforward-Trunking operation, lo
cate an idle trunk by testing the sleeve 
of each OGT jack of the group of trunks un
til the test of one of the jacks does not 
cause a busy-test click in her telephone 
receiver. The originating operator would 
then plug her calling cord into the jack 
of the idle trunk and listen for the spurts 
Qf high-tone that indicate the connection 

of her telephone set, by means of the trunk, 
to the completing operator's telephone set. 

Preferential Markings 

It the group of trunks from the originat
ing office to the completing office is 
rather large, the originating operator will, 
during the heavy traffic periods, lose con
si4erable time in making the individual 
busy-tests described above. This condition 
may be improved by theoretically dividing 
the group of trunks into sub-groups of sev
eral trunks each and so marking the first 
jack of each sub-group that the originating 
operator can readily see, by the particular 
type of marking, at what trunk jacks she 
should start making the indiv1dual busy
tests. These markings are known as "prefer
ential test markings"; the marked jacks are 
known as 11 preferential jacks". 

Group Busy Tone 

A 'further decrease in the time required 
by the originating operator to locate an 
idle trunk may be effected by providing an 
auxiliary circuit that will connect a "group 
busy tone" (low tone) to the left-hand jack 
of each sub-group of five trunks when all 
trunks of that sub-group are busy. This 
sub-group of trunks is known as a "tone sub
group". If the originating operator finds 
one tone sub-group busy, she will then 
test the left-hand jack of another tone sub
group. If any of the trunks of this second 
sub-group are idle, a group..busy tone will 
not be heard and the originating operator 
will then make an individua1 busy..test of 
each jack of this sub-grou:p until an idle 
trunk is round. The left-hand jack,or "mas
ter busy jack",is ind~cated by a conspicu.. 
ous marking so that it may be located, as 
.soon· as possible.by the originati~ opere.tor. 

Idle Trunk Indicating 

The use of any of the aforementioned 
methods makes it necessary for the originat
ing operator to make one or more individual 
busy-tests before she can locate an id1e 
trunk to the desired office. The necessity 
of making even one busy test may be elimin
ated if the scheme known as Idle Trunk In
dicating is followed. When this scheme is 
followed, the group of trunks to a given 
completing office is divided into sub-groups 
of several trunks each. The idle trunk is 
indicated by the lighting of a lamp that is 
in place above the trunk jack at the origin
ating board. The indicating lamps, which 
are set in combination lamp and designation 
strips having a capacity of twenty lamps 
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eaoh appear in multiples on the ~. 12-
or 18-panel basis. In most instances, a 
light will appear above the jack of the 
lowest-numbered iclle trunk ot each sub
group. As soon as the originating opera
tor plugs her calling cord into the jack 

2 

ot an iclle trunk, the light associated with 
that trunk is extinguished and a light ap
pears at the next lowest-numbered idle 
trunk ot the sub-group. It all trunks ot 
a sub-group are busy, all indicating lamps 
ot that sub-group are extinguished. Idle 
Trunk Indicating may be suspended during 
light traffic hours by the use of a key in 
the switchboard. If the indicating lamps 
are arranged on the 6-panel basis, a lamp 
will be in plaoe above each trunk jack and 
its multiples. If the 12- or 18-panel ar
rangement is used, there will be certain 
multiple appearances of trunk jacks that 
will not have lamps associated with them 
and, therefore, the group-busy tone fea
ture will be provided to facilitate the 
locating ot idle trunks by the ariginating 
operators sitting in tront ot the "_non-in
dicated jacks". 

Idle Trunk and Position Indicating 

The Idle Trunk Indioating Circuit indi
cates an idle trunk to the orJginating 
operator, but it does not indicate that the 
idle trunk appears before an idle complet
ing operator who can give it immediate at
tention. An arrangement that will indicate 
an idle trunk that terminates at the trunk 
position of an idle completing operator is 
obtained by plaoing the· Idle Trunk Indicat
ing Circuit ot the originating ottice under 
the control of Idle Position Indicator Cir
cuits associated with the trunk positions 
ot the completing operators. This plan is 
known as Idle Trunk and Position Indicat
ing. 

Under this plan, a lighted indicating 
lamp indicates that the associated trunk 
is idle and that one ot the following con
di tions exists: The trunk terminates be
fore an idle completing operator; the trunk 
terminates before one ot a "team ot com
pleting operators, all ot whom are simul
taneously busy; the trunk terminates be
fore one of a teem ot completing operatars, 
some of whom are busy while the rest have 
"all- trunks-busy" conditions on the sub
groups ot trunks incoming from the particu
lar originating oftice; the trunk termin
ates in an indicating position that is 
•unoccupied" but grouped to another indi
cating position that is "idle" and has an 
all"trunka-busyt'condition on its sub-groups 
·ot trunks incoming tram the partioul.ar · 
originating office; the trunk terminates 
1n,an indicating position that is unocou
pied but grouped to a "PCI" or a "PCITS" 
position that is "occupied" and idle. It 
will be noted that, under any ot these con
ditions, the connection to the completing 

· operato~ will re suit either immediately or 
very aoon atter the originating operator 
plugs into the iclle trunk. It the trunK:s 
terminate in completing position& that are 

unoccupied and not grouped to another posi
tion arranged for Position Indicating, or 
it all trunks of a sub-group ot trunks have 
been selected,none of those trunks will be 
indicated. The Position Indicator Circuit 
is so arranged that it will continue to 
tunction when the trunks are split and 
grouped into various combinations at the 
completing positions. The Idle Trunk and 
Position Indicator Circuits not only serve 
to indicate iclle trunks that appear before 
idle operators, but also serve to distribute 
or concentrate trattic over straightforward 
trunks in a very efficient manner. · 

TYPICAL LAYOUT OF IDLE TRUNK .AND POSITIQN 
INDICATING EOUIPMl!JlTS 

The following is a brief explanation ot 
the typical layout of Idle Trunk and Posi
tion Indicating Equipments shown in Figure 
1. 

In this explanation we will consider the 
facilities tor the completion ot calls oTer 
Automatic Listening Straightfarward Trunks 
that originate in a certain "A" ottice, the 
8 L8 office, and terminate in a certain "B" 
office having the "B" positions "5","6"and 
n7n • 

Completing Office 

A total of 30 Automatic-Listening Straight
forward (ALSF) Trunk• are provided between 
the •A" and "B8 ottices. This group ot 
trunks is known as a "trunk group", the 
definition and example of which are given 
1n definition (1), ot Figure 1. This trunk 
group ot 30 trunk• is distributed eveJll.y 
among the •B• positions "5", "6" and "7", 
_which arrangement insures more efficient 
completion ot calls than would be possible 
it all 30 trunks terminated in but one "B" 
position. 

Ea.oh ot the three sets of 10 trunks that 
terminate in "B" positions "5" , 11 6" and "7" 
is known as a "trunk sub-group". the defin
ition and example ot which are_given in 
definition (2) ot Figure 1. This trunk 
aub-group will be referred to as the "L• 
sub-group, because it originates at the 8 L" 
ottioe. The trunks of each trunk sub-group 
are associated with but one ot the tiTe 
Trwlk Splitting Circuits ot a •s• position 
in order to provide the proper indications 
at the "A• board ends ot these trunks 1'hen 
the •s• positions are split and grouped. 
The trunks ot any indicated t~ sub-group 
shou1d not be so arranged that the opeta
tion ot any Trunk Splittillg Key would aplit 
the trunk sub-group. It the t~ aub-group 
in "B" position •5n consisted ot trunks l 
to 15, instead ot trunks l to 10, the Split
ting Key •10/ll" wou1d be made ineffective 
and the,•20/21• key would be used tor split
ting that tl"Unk sub-group trom. the next 
trunk sub-group. 

The Trunk Splitting Keys "48/l" and 
"10/11", in the case ot "B" position •sn, 
not only control the Trunk Splitting Cir-
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ouits ot the "B" position but also oontrol 
the Indioator Splittine Cirouit assooiated 
with that position. The Indicator Spliii
tine Cirouit serves to split the "Sub-Group 
IJ>.dicator Circuit"! assooiated with the "L" 
sub-group, f'rom al other Sub-Group Indioa
tor Cirouits ot the "B" position when the 
"L" sub-group ot trunks is split trom all 
other trunk sub-groups ot the position. 

The Sub-Group Indioator Circuit ot a "B" 
position is normally under the control ot 
the Operator's Control Cirouit ot the posi
tion and the COillDlOll Equipment and "Ottice 
Circuits" that are oommon to the Sub-Group 
Indioator Ciroui ts ot the "L" sub-groups 
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in all "B" positions. A Sub-Group Indioa
tor Circuit may be plaoed under the oontrol 
ot an "indioatiIJ«" .&I.SJ!' position on the lett 
or on the right, or, under the control ot a 
PCI or PCITS position on the lett or on the 
right. 

The completing operators at "B" positions 
"5","6" and "7" are known as a team.; the 
definition ot an "L" team is given 1n defin
ition (3) ot l!':f.eure 1. 

Originating Ottioe 

Each ot the three "L" sub-groups are sub
divided at the "A" board into "lamp Sub
groups", the definition and e%8Jllllle ot 
which are given in definition (4) ot figure 
1. This sub-division ot eaoh ot the trunk: 
sub-groups into two lamp sub-groups ot tive 
trunks each makes it possible to distribute 
a trunk: sub-group among more than one ·"A" 
operator. The indicatine lamps appear on a 
12-panel basis andt therefore, the "A"board 
panels "2","4", and "6" are not equipp~d 
with oombination lamp and designation 
strips. To taoilitate the testing ot these 
non-indicated appearanoea ot trunks, the 
jaoka •so•, •es•, •90• and •95• 1n panels 
•211 , "4" and "6" may be used as master busy 
jacks and the Group Busy Tone teature be 
provided. The sleeve relay equipment tor 
120 OGT jack circuits and all their multi
ples is assembled in the tarm ot a unit 
known as the Idle Trunk: Indicator Circuit 
Unit. The sleeve relay circuits are sub
divided in the se.me manner as the associa
ted trunks and each subd1T1sion of tive 
"SL" relays has individual. control leads 
connecting it to the particular Indicator 
Control Circuit that has been assigned to a 
certain trunk: sub-group. Each Indicator 
Control Cirouit ot the "A" ottice is oon
nected by means ot a cable pair to the "B" 
otfice Sub-Group Indicator Circuit that is 
associated with the same trunk sub-group. 

TYPICAL OPERATION OJ!' IDLE TBtJNK A1:JJ2 PQSI
TIQN IlIDICATING BW!PMENTS 

Traffic Operation 

We will now consider the completion ot a 
call over an J.utomatio-Listening Straight
forward-Trunk that is arranged for Idle 
Trunk: and Position Indicating in acccrdence 
with l!'igure 1. 

The "A" operator has just reoeiTe4, trom 
a calline subsoriber, the otfioe name and 
station number ot a called subaoriber whose 
telephone set is oonnected to the "B" · 
office havine the AI.SJ!' positions "5","6" 
and "7". 

With the TALK key ot the Subsoribers Cord 
Cirouit operated and the oal.line card 1n 
hand, the "A" operator scans the mu.1tiple 
appearanoes ot the group ot trunks outgoine 
to the desired "B" ottice tar a lighted in
dioating lamp. She sees a lighted indioat
ine lamp over jaok "90" in panel "3" ot the 
"A" board and directly pluss the cal.ling 
cord into that jack. 

With the insertion ot the oalline oord 
into the trunk: jack~ The indicatine light 
at jack "90" is extinguished immediately; . 
the "A" Operator's Tele~hone Set is auto
matically oonnected, by means ot the 
Straightforward Trunk: and the associated 
Sequence Circuit ot the trunk: position, to 
the "B" Operator's Control Circuit which 
sends the order-passing signal ot two 
spurts ot high-tone to the "A" operator 
and then completes the talkiJ18 circuit be
tween the "A" and "B" operators tor arder
passing; the "A" operator verbal.11 passes 
the called station number to the "B" oper
ator who may, or may not, aoknowledge the 
receipt ot the order, depending upon the 
local operating praotices; no light appears 
at any jack ot either ot the tirat and seo
ond lamp sub-groups, trunks "9011 to "94"and 
8 85" to "89" 1n panels •3• and •5n respeo1i
ively, unless, tor example, all ot the •13• 
positions "5", "6" and "7" are busy. or, "B" 
positions KS and 6n are ouay while ~hei~ 1s 
an al~trunke-busy. oondi tion on the "L" sub
group of "B" position "7". 

As soon ~s the •B 11 operator.receives the 
called number, she releases her Operator's 
Control and Telephone Circuits tr0111 the 
Straightforward Trunk by either momentaril.7 
depressing a release key or plugging the 
trunk: oard into the oalled subsorlbH'' s line 
jack. The 1ndicatine lamps at the jacks ot 
the lowest-numbered idle trunks of the tirat 
and second lamp sub-groups will now light, 
it the Operator's Control Circuit ot •e• 
position "61 has not been made busy by the 
selection ot another trunk ot that position. 

With the oonneotion ot the trunk cord to 
the subscriber's line, ringing current is 
automatically oonnected to that line to 
ring the called subsoriber•s bell. 'llhe~ 
the called .subscriber answers, ringine ia 
stopped and the subscriber-to-subscriber 
talking circuit is established over the 
Straightforward Trunk. · 

When tbe "A" operator disconnects the 
calline oord trom jack "90", atter the two 
subscribers have finished their conversa
tion, the indioating lamp above jack •9011 

will light, if "B" position "611 is idle or 
is indicating under one ot the.various con
ditions previously mentioned under "Idle 
Trunk: and Position Indioatine.• 
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Circuit Operation 

The following expianation. together with 
Figure 2, gives the details ot the opera
tion ot ~he Idle Trunk and Position Indi
cating Circuits when a call is completed 
over an Automatic-Listening Str'aighttor
ward-Trunk in accordance with the descrip
tion previously given under "Traffic Oper
ation". 

4 

The lighting of the indicating lamp at 
jack "90", in panel "3" of the "A" board• 
indicates that the trunk associated with 
that jack is 'idle and, in this case, ter
minates in an idle trunk position - "B" pos
i tion "6". 

The Splitting Keys "48/1" in "B" posi
tions "6" and "7" are operated so that pos
it ion "6" will not be grouped to either 
"Bn position "5" or 11 711

• The "48/111 keys 
operate the "S-l" relays of the Indicator 
Splitting Circuits associated with those 
keys and thus open the 11L" leads between 
truuk positions "5", "6" and 11 7". 

The selected trunk is in the' first of the 
two lamp sub-groups ot the trunk sub-group 
that terminates in trunk cards "1111 to"20" 
ot "B" position "6". Therefore, the indi
cations at the originating end of that 
trunk are under the control ot the second 
Sub-Group Indicator Circuit ot Position 
"6". 

Since position 11 6" is occupied, its 
transmitter relay "T11 is operated and, con
sequently, the "C" and "PO" relays of the 
Indicator Splitting Circuit are operated. 
The "C" relay now causes the "G-2" and "I-
2" relays of the second Sub-Group Indicator 
Circuit to operate. The operation of the 
"I-2" relay supplies battery. f'rom the 
winding of the "TB-2" relay, over the ring 
side of an interoffice cable pair to oper
ate the "L11 relay in circuit "2" ot the 
Indicator Control Circuit equipment at the 
"A" office. The operating circuit of the 
"L" relay is completed to ground by means 
of the tip side of the interoffice cable 
pair. which is grounded at the MDF of the 
"B" office. The "TB-2" relay does not 
operate at this time because of the 24,000 
ohms ot resistance offered by the second• 
ary winding of the "L" relay in the "A" 
office. 

The operation of the "L" relay of Indi
cator Control Circuit "2" causes the "I,-1" 
relay of the same circuit to operate• The 
"L-1" relay now supplies battery ewer an 
individual battery lead "B-1" to each of 
the two subdivisions ot sleeve relays that 
are associated with the two lamp sub-groups 
appearing as trunks "90" to "94" and "85" 
to "89". in panels 11 311 and 11 5", respective
ly, ot the "A" Board. 

Since trunk "90" is idle, the associated 
"SL" relay is normal. The upper contact 
of this "SL" relay now connects "B-1'' lead 
battery, over an "L" leaQ., to the indicat
ing lamp above the jack of trunk "90", 
thus lighting the lam~. 

When the "A" calling cord is plugged into 
the idle trunk jack "90", the associated 
"SL" relay, which has one terminal of its 
winding connected to relay-rack ground, is 
operated by battery through resistance in 
the sleeve circuit ot the calling cord. 
over a sleeve lead ot the OGT multiple, to 
the "SL" relay. The operation of the "SL" 
relay extinguishes the light ot the indicat
ing lamp by transferring the "B-1" battery 
lead from that lamp to tl:.e "SL" relay of 
the succeeding trunk "91". It trunk 11 9111 

is idle. its "SL" relay will be normal and. 
therefore, its indicating lamp will be 
lighted, indicating that trunk 11 91" is the 
lowest-numbered idle trunk of the first 
lamp sub-group. 

The connection of the "A" calling cord to 
trunk jack "90" also causes the selected 
trunk to be automatically connected to the 
Operator's Control Circuit of "B" position 
"6". The "AL" relay of the Operator's Con
trol now operates and short-circuits the 
winding of the "C" relay ot the Indicator 
Splitting Circuit of, "B" position 11 611 • The 
release ot the "C" relay :i,:iermits the "G-2" 
and "I-2" relays of the second Sub-Group 
Indicator Circuit to release. The release 
ot the "I-2" relay causes the "L" and "L-1" 
relays of the associated Indicator Control 
Circuit ot the "A" office to release. The 
"I,-1" relay now disconnects "B-1" lead bat
tery f'rom the contacts of the "SL" relays 
of the two lamp sub-groups ot the trunk 
sub-group to "B" position "6". Therefore, 
while the "AL" relay of the "B" Operator's 
Control Circuit is operated, battery will 
not be supplied to any of the indicating 
lamps of the trunk sub-group. except: When 
bath the "I-1" and "I-3" relays (shown in 
F4';ure l) Of "B" posit ions 11 511 8.Dil n711. 
respecti~ely. are normal simultaneousiy, 
or. as another example, when the "TB-3" ot 
"B" position "7" is operated while the 
"I-1" relay of "B" position "5" is normal. 

When the operator at "B" position "6" re
leases her Operator's Control Circuit f'rom 
the incoming trunk, the "AL" relay is re
leased. The release of the "AL" relay re
moves the short circuit f'rom around the "C" 
relay of the Indicator Splitting Circuit 
and allows that relay to reoperate. The 
"C" relay then supplies battery to reoperate 
the "G-2" relay which. in turn. reoperates 
the "I-2" relay. The operation of the "I-
2" relay is followed by the reoperatiou ot 
the "L" and "L-1" relays of the Indicator 
Control Circuit of the "A" office. The 
"I,-1" relay supplies battery to the contacts 
ot the "SL" relays ot the two lamp sub
groups. and. it any ot the trunks assooiat.ed 
with these relay~ is idle. an indicating 
light will appear aver the jack of that 
trunk. 

The connection ot the trunk cord to the 
called subscriber's line, atter the trunk 
cir~uit has been disoonnected f'rom the 
Operator's Control Circuit, does not affect 
the operation of the Idle Trunk and Posi
tion Indicating Circuits. 

When the "A" operator disconnects the 
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calling cord :from OGT jack "90", after the 
subscribers have finished their conversa
tion, the "SL" relay associated with that 
jack will release. This "SL" relay will 
t:tien transfer "B-1" lead battery :from the 
"SL" relay of the succeeding trunk to the 
indicating lamp of trunk "90", which will 
re-light. Trunk "90" is now idle and ma~ 
be used in completing another call to the 
completing office in which it terminates. 

If an all-trunks-busy condition had oo
curred on the trunk sub-group terminating 
in "B" position "6" while the "A" calling 
cord was connected to the OGT jack of trunk 
"90" the "0-1" and "0-2" relays of Indica
tor Control Circuit "2" would have been op
erated by "B-1" lead battery through the 
male~ contacts of the "SL" relays associated 
with the two lamp sub-groups having jacks 
"90" to "94" and "85" to "89" respectively, 
in panels "3" and "5" of the A A" board. 
The make contacts of the "O-l" and 110-2 11 re
leys, in series1 provide a short circuit 
around the 24,0uO-ohm winding of the associ
ated "L" relay. This reduces the "L" r~ 
lay•a resistance to the resistance of its 
"P" wJ.nding, wl;lich is 160 ohms, and thus al
lows the •TB-211 relay in the "B" office to 
operate. One of the f'unctions of the "TB-
2" relay is to supply battery, :from the 
"C" relay of the Indicator Splitting Cir
cuit of a trunk position, for operating the 
"G" relay of the next Sub-Group Indicator 
Circuit on the left or on the right, for 
example, the "G-1" relay of "B" position 
"5" or the "G-3" relay of "B" position "7"; 
or to operate both of these "G" relays. 
When a Sub-Group Indicator Circuit in the 
position on the left or in the position on 
the right is controlled by the "TB" relay 
of the home position. the trunk sub-group 
associated with the Sub-Group Indicator Cir
cuit of the trunk position on the left or 
on the right ia considered as an "overflow 
sub-gr<Np". The 11 48/1" key of a "B" posi
tion must be released before a trunk sub
group of that position can tunction as an 
"overfl~ sub-group". 

FLEXIBll.ITY OBTAINED BY THE USE OF CROSS
CONNECTIONS 

Because or changing traffic requirements, 
it will be necessary, from time to time, to 
Ch81J8• the number and looat10ll o~ the tei
mlnat:Lng appearances of Straightforward 
Trunka outgoing from an originating office 
to a completing o:tfice. 

In order to facilitate such changes, the 
Idle Trunk and Position Indicating units in 
the originating ando completing offices are 
provided w1th terminal strips arranged for 
the termination of crosa-connections, as 
well as permanent cabling. 

By rearranging cross-connections, changes 
may be made in any of the following: 

(a) Number of trunks in a lamp sub-group 
in the OGT multiple of an originating 
office. 

(b) Number of lamp sub-groups in a trunk 
sub-group. 
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(c} Number of trunk sub-groups in a trunk 
group. 

{d} Number of trunk positions in a team 
of trunk positions. 

(e) Location of appearances of lamp sub
groups in OGT multiple. 

(f) Location of trunk sub-groups in trunk 
positions of a completing office. 

Some of the changes mentioned above are 
explained in the following. 

Change in the Number of Trunks in a Lamp 
Sub-Group 

When the number of trunks in a lamp sub
group is to be increased or decreased, the 
connections that terminate on certain "C-1 
and "C-2" punchings of the Idle Trunk In
dicator Circuit unit shall be so arranged 
that the sleeve relays of the o.G. Trunks 
to.be added or removed will be included in 
or exclude~ from the lamp sub-group, re
spectively. The "C-1" and "C-2" punchings 
and associated connections are shown in 
Figure 2. 

Change in the Number of Lamp Sub-Groups in 
a Trunk Sub-Group 

A change in the number of lamp sub-gr~ups 
in a trunk sub-group necessitates the ad
dition or removal of cross-connections be
tween certain "B" and "TG" punchings on the 
horizontal and vertical sides of the IDF: 
also between certain "B"."TG","C-1" and 
"C-2" punchings of the Idle Trunk Indicator 
Circuit unit. See Figure 2. 

If a lamp sub-group is added to a trunk 
sub-group, it will he necessary to use an 
additional "O" relay of the Indicator Con
trol Circuit, for example, an 110-3" relay. 

Change in the Number of Trunk Sub-Groups 
in a Trunk Group 

It a trunk sub-group is added to a trunk 
group, it will be necessary to use an 
additional Indicator Control Circuit in the 
originating office and an additional Sub
Group Indicator Circuit in the completing 
office. These two circuits will be connect
ed together by means o:r cross-connections 
at the main distributiflg-frames of the ori
ginating and completing offices and by a 
cable pair between these offices. 

The connection of the Indicator Control 
Circuit to the lamp sub-groups that it is 
to serve will be effected at the "B"."TG". 
"C-1" and "C-2" punchings previously men
tioned in 11 Change in the Number of Lamp SUb
Groups in a Trunk Sub-Group." 

The connection of the Sub-Group Indicator 
Circuit to the Indicator Splitting Circuit 
of the trunk position in which the new sub
group of trunks is terminated, and to the 
Comruon Equipment and Office Circuits, dir~ 
cctly or through the Sub-Group IndicatorCir
cui t of another trunk position,will be ef
fected at the relay rack by means of cross
connect ions. 
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DEFINITION OF TERMS 

nAll-trunk .. busy" is that condition ot a 
trunk sub-group that exists when the "TB" 
relay ot the associated Sub-Group Indica
tor Circuit is operated. In service, the 
"TB" relay operates when all trunks ot a 
trunk sub-group are selected at the "A", 
Toll or Tandem board. 

"Busy" is that condition ot a trunk posi
tion which exists when the "AL" relay 
("TA" relay, it 'tandem) ot its Operator's 
Control or the "SL" relay ("SA" relay,it 
Tandem) ot its Emergency Listening Cir
cuit is operated. 

"Idle" is that condition ot a trunk posi
t1on'which exists when the "AL" relay 
("TA" relay, it Tandem) ot its Operator's 
Control or the "SL" relay ("SA" relay,it 
Tandem) ot its Emergency Listening Cir
cuit is normal. 

"Indicating" is that tunction ot a trunk 
position which takes place when the "I" 
relay ot a Sub-Group Indicator Circuit 
ot that position is operated. 

"Lamp sub-group" is a subdivision of' a 
trunk sub-group at the "A", Toll or Tan
dem board. 

"No indicating" is that tunction ot a trunk 
position which takes place when the "I" 
relay ot a Sub-Group Indicator Circuit ot 
that position is normal. 

"Non-indicated jacks" are those jacks, in 
the OGT multiple ot the originating 
ottice, that have no indicating lamps 
directly above them to indicate when any 
ot the associated trunks are idle. 

"Occupied" is that condition of' a trunk 
position which exists when the transmit
ter relay ot the Operator's Telephone 
Circuit ot that position is operated. 

"Ottice Circuit" is tbat circuit ot three 
relays, such as the "PL","RL" and •TI.", 
which is common to all Sub-Group Indica
tor Circuits associated with trunks in
coming tram a particular "A", Toll or 
Tandem Ottice. 

"PCI" is now used instead ot "RC!" as the 
standard abbreviated designation tor Call 
Indicator trunks or positions that are to 
be operated in connection with Panel 
of'tices. 

"PCITS" is nCllV used instead ot "Cll'S" as 
the standard abbreviated designation tor 
Call Indicator ·trunks or positions that 
are designed tor ultimate operation with 
Panel ottices, but are temporarily arrang
ed tor straighttorward operation with 
Manual otf'ices. 

"Sub-Group Indicator Circuit" is that cir
cuit ot three relays, such as the "I-111

1 
"G-111 and "TB-1", which provides indica
tions on the associated trunk sub-group. 

"Team" is that group ot· trunk operators in 
a completing office whose services are re
quired in the co!!!.pletion ot all calls 
incoming to that otf'ice ove~ the trunk 
group from a certain originating ottice. 
It five "B" operators serve all trunks 
incoming from tive ditf'erent "A" ottices, 
suoh as otf'ices L,M,N,O and P, this group 
of' five trunk operators may be referred 
to as the L,M,N,O or P team. 

"Tone sub-group" is a subdivision ot a trunk 
sub-group, at the "A", Toll or Tandem 
board, that has low-tone connected to its 
first or master-busy Jack when all its 
trunks are selected or busy at the origin
atine office. 

"Trunk group" is all of' the trunks :rrom a 
given "A", Toll or Tandem office to a 
given "B", Tandem or Toll-Tandem ot:f'ice. 

1 Trunk sub-group"is that portion of' a trunk 
group that terminates in e. single n!fn, 
Tandem or Toll-Tandem position. 

"unoccupied" is that condition o:f' a trunk 
position which exists when the transmitter 
relay ot the Operator's Telephone Circuit 
is normal. 
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Q.UESTIONS 

The following list of questions is supplied to the reader as a guide to what may be 
considered the important points in the description of this equipment. The answers to 
same will be found stated in a single sentence or paragraph, while others will require a 
digest of several paragraphs. It is suggested that the reader test the completeness of 
the information gained from reading this pamphlet by answering each question and then re
ferring to the text to see that the answers are correct. 

Answers to these questions should not be sent in unless specifically requested. 

1. liam.e five schemes that may be followed by an originating operator in locating an idle 
OOT1 

2. Under which of the five schemes of locating an idle OGT is it always necessary for an 
originating operator to make an individual busJWtestT 

3. Under what conditions would it be necessary for an originating operator to make an in.
dividual busJWtest of OGT's arranged for Idle Trunk Indicating or Idle Trunk and Posi
tion Indicating? 

4. Which of the five schemes of locating an idle OG'r require the installing of addition
al equipment? 

5. How do pre:terential markings aid originating operators in selecting idle OGT T 

6. How would an originating operator know which of the OGT jacks associated with a tone 
sub-group is the master busy jackt 

7. What is the purpose of Idle Trunk and Position Indicating equipments? 

8. Are the indicating lamps located above or below the jacks of OGT's arranged for Idle 
Trunk and Position Indicating T 

9. What additional feature is provided With Idle Trunk and Position Indicating to aid an 
originating operator in selecting idle trunks that te=minate before her in non-indicated 
jacks T 

10. If the second, third and fourth OGT's of a lamp sub-group of five trtinks are select
ed or busy, at which jack will there be a lighted indicating lamp? 

11. What are several of the conditions that will cause an indicating light to appear 
above an idle OGT arranged for Idle Trunk and Position Indicating? 

12. under what conditions would there be no indicating light above an idle OGT arranged 
tor Idle Trunk and Position Indicating t 

13. What is a 11 trunk group"T 

14. Would there be more than one trunk group provided between a certain originating 
office and a certain completing office T 

15. What is a "trunk sub-group"! 

16. What Position Indicating equipment in a completing office is individual to a trunk 
sub-group T 

17. What Position Indicating equipment in a completing office is common to all trunk 
sub-groups of a trunk group troa a certain originating o:tficeT 

18. Should an indicated trunk sub-group be so 8..'lTe.Dged in a completing position that 
the operation o:r a Trunk Splitting Key would split the trunk subwgroupt 

19. What is the function of an Indicator SJ>litting Circuit? 

20. What is a Sub-Group Indicator CircuitT 

21. From what types of completing positions can a SUb-Group IndicCltor Circuit be con.
trolled T 

22. What is au "L team"T 

23. What Idle Trunk Indicating equipment in an originating office is common to a trunk 
sub-group T 
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QUESTIONS (continued) 

24. Into what two types of sub-groups may a trunk sub-group be divided at an originating 
office t 

25. What is a "lamp suboogroup"T 

26. What Idle Trunk Indicating equipment in an originating office is individual to a 
lamp aub-groupT · 

27. What Idle Trunk Indicating equipment in an originating office may be common to a 
maximum of four lamp sub-groups T 

28. What changes should be made in the wiring of Idle Trunk Indicator Circuit units when 
two trunks are to be transferred from one lamp sub-group to another lamp sub-group T 

29. What additional wiring and equipment would be required with the addition of a lamp 
sub-group to a trunk sub-group? 

30. What is a "tone sub-group" 'l 

31. Would it be proper to have one Indicator Control Circuit of an originating office 
serve more than one trunk sub-ogroupT 

32. If a trunk group consists of five indicated trunk sub-groups, how many interoffice 
cable pairs will be required for carrying indicating signaJ.!I between the originating 
office and the aaaocia ted completing office t 

33. A list of questions on the performance of Idle Trunk and Position Indicating Cir
cuits is given in the following: 

(a) When an idle OOT is selected by an originating operator, what happens to the light 
of the indicating lamp of that OGTT Also, what si@".Ilal is given by the next idle OGT 
of the same trunk sub-group T Ia the completing poai tion "buaY" at this time? 

(b) What signal is given by the indicating lamp of an idle OGT that terminates in a 
certain COllll'leting position, when that position becomes busy and then when it becomes 
idlet 

(c) When the originating Ol)erator disconnects her Cord Circuit from the OOT jack, will 
there be a lignteel indicating lamp above that Jack? 

( d) When is a trunk suboogroup considered an "overflow aub-group"'r 

(e) When does an "alJ...trunk .. buaT' condition take placet 

34. What changes in the number and looatic:m of the terminating appearances of straight
fOl"Wllrd trunks may be made by rearranging croa .. 11onnectiona T 
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